
Year 8 Computer Science Summer Term Learning Objectives, Learning Outcomes and Attainment Descriptors 
 

Lesson Title 1 – Binary Number System 2 – Adding Binary Numbers 3 – Representation of Text 

Learning Objectives 

 Understand the binary number 

system 

 Understand why it is important in 

computing 

 Remember how the binary number 

system works 

 Understand how to add binary 

number together 

 Remember how the binary number 

system works 

 Understand that computers ONLY 

KNOW BINARY 

 Understand that in a computer 

system, characters are 

represented by binary numbers. 

Learning Outcomes 

 Will be able to read a binary 

number and work out its value. 

 Will also understand why 

computers use the binary 

number system 

 Will also be able to write a 

denary number in binary 

 Will be able to add two binary 

numbers together by converting to 

denary and then adding 

 Will be able to add two binary 

numbers without converting first 

 Will also be able to convert denary 

to binary and then add them 

together. 

 Understand that a character is 

represented in a computer as a 

binary number 

 Will be able to find characters 

represented by binary numbers in 

order to crack codes 

 Will also be able to create their 

own coded messages. 

Descriptors 

Exceptional 

Read a binary number and work out 

its value and write a denary number 

in binary.  Can also explain why 

computers use the binary number 

system. 

Add two binary numbers together by 

converting to denary and then adding, 

add two binary numbers without 

converting first, and convert denary to 

binary and then add them together. 

Find characters represented by binary 

numbers in order to crack codes and 

create their own coded messages. 

Good 

Read a binary number and work out 

its value and write a denary number 

in binary.  Will also understand why 

computers use the binary number 

system. 

Add two binary numbers together by 

converting to denary and then adding, 

and add two binary numbers without 

converting first. 

Find characters represented by binary 

numbers in order to crack codes. 

Developing 
Read a binary number and work out 

its value and write a denary number 

in binary 

Add two binary numbers together by 

converting to denary and then adding 

Find characters represented by binary 

numbers 

Foundation 
Read a binary number and work out 

its value 

Add two binary numbers together by 

converting to denary and then adding 

Find characters represented by binary 

numbers 

 

  



Lesson Title 4 – Representation of Images 5 – Representation of Sound 

Learning Objectives 

 Remember that everything thing 

the computer represents 

(numbers, characters, images, 

sound) is done so with binary. 

 Understand that bitmap images 

are made up of pixels. 

 Understand how binary is used to 

represent shades and colours of 

images – and therefore used to 

represent images. 

 Understand that sound is 

represented by binary numbers in a 

computer system 

 Understand the process of sampling 

 Understand that digital processing 

is the process of applying 

mathematical calculations on the 

binary values which represent the 

recorded sound. 

Learning Outcomes 

 To be able to create a simple 

image in binary and decode a 

binary image. 

 To be able to also describe how 

images are represented in binary 

on computer systems. 

 To be able to also explain why 

images are represented in binary 

on computer systems. 

 To be able to carry out some digital 

processing on a digital sound file. 

 To be able to create a ‘Dalek Joke 
Sound Board’ and to describe that 
sound on a computer is represented 

in binary numbers. 

 To also be able to explain what 

digital processing is. 

Descriptors 

Exceptional 

Create an image in binary and 

decode a binary image.  Describe 

how images are represented in 

binary on computer systems and 

explain why images are represented 

in binary on computer systems. 

Carry out some digital processing on a 

digital sound file.  Create a ‘Dalek Joke 

Sound Board’ and describe that sound 
on a computer is represented in binary 

numbers.  Explain what digital 

processing is. 

Good 

Create an image in binary and 

decode a binary image.  Describe 

how images are represented in 

binary on computer systems. 

Carry out some digital processing on a 

digital sound file.  Create a ‘Dalek Joke 
Sound Board’ and describe that sound 
on a computer is represented in binary 

numbers. 

Developing 
Create an image in binary and 

decode a binary image.  

Carry out some digital processing on a 

digital sound file.  Create a ‘Dalek Joke 
Sound Board’. 

Foundation 
Create an image in binary and 

decode a binary image. 

Carry out some digital processing on a 

digital sound file. 

 


